
Message from the Chair Amy Hughes
“Today our very survival depends on our ability to stay awake, to adjust to new ideas, to remain vigilant and

face the challenge of change” – Martin Luther King, Jr. 

The challenge of change is very real in British Agriculture today. Something that everyone reading this
programme, will be very much aware of. We are constantly being asked to look at how we do things and to
adapt accordingly, but is this really happening when it comes to British cattle breeding? Those that know me,
will know that it’s usually me that asks the difficult questions, and so this year’s theme was born - “Challenging
traditions”. Not to disregard the years of experience that have gone before us, but to use those learnings to our
advantage and harness the innovations and technologies that are available today to push our industry forward. 

The 75th British Cattle Breeding conference will bring together experience and science from across the
industry and from around the globe to create discussion, debate, vision and, as always, aims to guide the way in
putting science, into practice on British Cattle farms. 

I was honoured to be elected Chair for our 75th year. Our club secretary, Heidi, the committee, and I have
endeavoured to create a programme that highlights the importance of breeding and genetics in creating a
sustainable British cattle industry across all sectors commercial and pedigree alike. I must, of course, thank all
our sponsors, without you the conference would not be possible. We are so grateful for your support.

Every one of the speakers and panel members that will be involved in the conference has expertise and
experience to share and I look forward to hearing from and questioning them all. I also look forward to our
75th anniversary celebrations where we will be holding a black-tie dinner with a charity auction in aid of
Farming Community Network. The British Cattle Breeders Club has always been known for its warm welcome to
faces new and old, and I hope many of you will join us for those celebrations.
    

I have the privilege of working with a huge number of innovative cattle farmers. They challenge me daily and
have been my inspiration for this conference, so thank you, you know who you are. 
    

       I look forward to seeing you all there…bring your thinking caps.
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75th Anniversary Conference
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Challenging Traditions

Tuesday 24th January - BEEF DAY
09.00 Club Chair Amy Hughes opens the conference

Session 1 - Time for Change

09.05 Lucianne Allen, Sales & Marketing Director, Aubrey
Allen, Coventry

Beef: Disparity & Destruction

09.35 John Giles, Divisional Director, Promar International
Ltd, Nantwich

What would you be thinking about if you were a soft fruit grower? And
some other things

Session 2 - Avoiding Carbon Tunnel Vision

10.35 Arron Nerbas, Nerbas Bros, Angus, Canada
Speaker Sponsored by The Aberdeen Angus Society & AHDB Beef & Lamb

Regenerating Genetics; Making Cattle Work for the System

11.15 Prof Geoff Simm, Director, Global Academy of
Agriculture & Food Systems, University of Edinburgh

Food sustainability – where does beef fit into feeding the world?

11.45 Terence Pye, Farmer breeding Pedigree Salers,
Middleton-on-Leven, North Yorkshire

Reducing bad calvings is good business (and how to do it)

Session 3 - Return to Phenotype

13.15 Gareth Mulligan, Afon Vets / HCC Meat Promotion
Wales, Aberystwyth

Improved herd health for increased beef fertility 

13.45 Eric Fontanillas, Searcher, IngenomiX, France

Genomic selection of postpartum anoestrus recorded with accelerometer
collars to improve beef cattle fertility

14.15 Dr Lorna MacPherson, Senior Dairy Consultant, SAC
Consulting, Aberdeen

Feeding for Fertility in the Suckler Herd

Session 4 - Sustainability through Cross Breeding

15.15 Richard Phelps, ABP UK Group Agriculture Director,
Managing Director of Blade Farming

The supply chain benefits of an end to end beef operation

15.45 Aled Evans, Beef Farmer, Carmarthenshire

Controlling the variables of a dairy beef supply chain

16.15 James Evans, Director of Farming at Grassroots
farming, Snead, Shropshire

Regenerative supply chains

Session 5 - Best of British Breeding

16.45 Panel session with farmers Bridget Borlase, Paul
Williams & John Scott

Programme of Speakers in Brief
Wednesday 25th January - DAIRY DAY

09.00 Club Chair Amy Hughes opens Dairy Day

Session 6 - Time for Change

09.05 Dr Judith Bryans, CEO of Dairy UK, London

UK and Global Consumers: Wants, Needs and Opportunities

09.35 Tim Brigstocke, Policy Director, RABDF; Executive
Director, CHECS; Chairman, UK Genetics for Livestock and
Equines Committee

Dairy Genetics - A changing industry - A few personal reflections

Session 7 - Avoiding Carbon Tunnel Vision

10.35 Ben Nottage, Dairy XL Account Manager, Lely

Taking advantage of forgotten traits to improve efficiency of farm
automated technology's

11.05 Catherine Pickford & Nathan Crocker, Dairy Farmers,
Somerset

Collaboration to build social sustainability for the next generation

11.35 Prof Rainer Roehe, Professor of Animal Genetics and
Microbiome, Scotland's Rural College (SRUC)

Climate smart efficient cattle through rumen microbiome-driven
breeding

Session 8 - Return to Phenotype

13.05 Prof Phil Garnsworthy, Professor of Dairy Science,
University of Nottingham School of Biosciences & Sir John
Hammond Award Recipient 2022 
Supported by BSAS & BCBC

Fertility, efficiency and sustainability of dairy herds

13.35 Wietse Duursma, Dairy farmer & President of the
Farmers Board of the Cooperative Royal CRV u.a. & Pieter van
Goor, senior researcher Feed Efficiency, CRV, The
Netherlands
Speakers sponsored by CRV 

Breeding for feed efficiency has a big impact on the profitability of a
dairy farm

Session 9 - Sustainability through Cross Breeding

14.35 Rhys Davies, partner in family dairy farm, Flintshire

How can the Economic Breeding Index (E.B.I) help us to achieve OUR
breeding aims

15.05 Sean Chubb, Lead pasture to profit consultant LIC, &
Tom Moore, Farm Manager, Walford College, Shropshire

Walford College monitor farm - changing the system

Session 10 - Best of British Breeding

15.45 Panel session with farmers Nicholas Eccles, Abi Reader
& Colin Ferguson

16.15 Chair Amy Hughes closes the conference
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14.00  Beef Workshop 
Sponsored by The Aberdeen Angus Cattle Society & AHDB Beef & Lamb

Making Sucklers Sustainable

There’s been a lot of focus on improved genetics for growth and
carcase up until now, but what about our suckler cows? Contributing
a large proportion of a suckler herds’ carbon footprint, there has
never been more need to focus on maternal genetics and
management. But it’s not all about carbon footprint; Sustainability is
about profitability as well, so how do we achieve this in a suckler
herd? Linking to the AHDB Beef & Lamb ‘Maternal Matters’
campaign, join BCBC, the Aberdeen Angus Society and guest farmer,
Arron Nerbas to discuss how we make suckler herds more
sustainable.

19.00 Champagne Reception sponsored by Kite

19.30 75th Anniversary Club Dinner with beef 
donated by Aubrey Allen Butchers

21.30 Charity Auction in aid of the Farming 
Community Network (FCN)

75th Anniversary Conference
23rd-25th January 2023

Challenging Traditions

Monday 23rd January

17.15  The BCBC Annual General Meeting
 
18.30  Wine Reception sponsored by Neogen
 
19.30 onwards Dinner in the restaurant

Tuesday 24th January 

Understanding genetic jargon and theory
What is genomics and why should farmers be using it?
How to use AHDBs herd genetic report 
Making practical management decisions using genomic results

13.45 Dairy Workshop

Rose Jackson BVSc DBR CertVBM MRCVS, Senior Dairy
Consultant & Head of Genetics for Kite Consulting &
Josh Batterham BVSc MRCVS, Ruminant Veterinary
Consultant, Zoetis

Unravelling genetic jargon and practical application of genetics
on farm

This workshop will be split over two rooms. Aimed at vets and
farmers focussing on the following areas:

Workshops

Evening Events
Monday 23rd January Tuesday 24th January

Attending the workshop's is free of charge if you have booked to attend as a delegate for either the beef or
dairy day, please advise the secretary when booking if you wish to attend as numbers may be limited

depending on demand.
 

If you have not booked as a delegate but would like to attend a workshop, there will be a charge of £54.00 which
includes BCBC membership for 2023, please contact the secretary to book your place.

As a Club, we pride ourselves on attracting a huge diversity of farmers, researchers, students, lecturers and
industry professionals, in addition to the next generation of young people looking to make their way into the
industry. The conference provides the perfect opportunity for discussing and sharing ideas, challenging and

encouraging debate and driving businesses forward.  
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23rd-25th January 2023

07966 032079

10% off delegate fees only for single bookings taken before 1st December 2022  
15% off delegate fees only for group bookings of 5 or more if booked by 1st December 2022 
10% off delegate fees only for group bookings of 5 or more if booked by 1st January 2023 
Full Price Delegate Fees apply for ALL bookings received after 2nd January 2023
Student fee £54 inc VAT per day, if required evening events & accommodation will be charged at the above
rates

BRITISH CATTLE BREEDING 
CONFERENCE

Telford Hotel & Golf Resort, Great Hay Drive, Sutton Heights, Telford, Shropshire, TF7 4DT
President: Prof Mike Coffey  Chair:  Amy Hughes   Secretary:  Heidi Bradbury

#BCBC23   
 #Cattlebreeders23
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@CattleBreeders @cattlebreedersBritish Cattle Breeders Club

Whole Event inc evening events £342.00 (as resident in hotel)
Beef day Tuesday 24th January £210.00 (inc. Beef Workshop on Monday - please advise if joining workshop)
Dairy day Wednesday 25th January £210.00 (inc. Dairy Workshop on Tuesday - please advise if joining workshop)

Single Occupancy - £112.00 per night
Double or Twin - £89.00 per person per night (please advise who sharing room with)

Whole Event inc evening events £414.00
Beef day Tuesday 24th January £210.00 (inc. Beef Workshop on Monday - please advise if joining workshop)
Dairy day Wednesday 25th January £210.00 (inc. Dairy Workshop on Tuesday - please advise if joining workshop)
Monday Evening Reception & Dinner £42.00
Tuesday Evening Reception & Dinner £55.00

Book & pay on-line by visiting our website www.cattlebreeders.org.uk
Contact the secretary and pay either via online link or over the phone by card. Please email the secretary to confirm your
booking requirements
Download the booking form, from www.cattlebreeders.org.uk complete and return with a cheque (payable to BCBC) or
return and pay by the BACS details on the form

Conference Fees & Booking Information
Please note the club has recently applied for VAT registration, therefore the below

delegate fees include 20% VAT
RESIDENT in Conference Hotel 

Accommodation available Monday & Tuesday nights – Payable to the Hotel upon departure

Accommodation is limited and allocated on a first-come-first-served basis. If the accommodation is full when you book,
alternative accommodation suggestions will be made but you will need to pay for the dinner(s) at the conference hotel if you
wish to attend them.  YOU will be liable to pay the accommodation booked on your behalf unless at least 2 weeks notice of
cancellation is provided.  Please contact the Secretary if you wish to stay on Sunday or Wednesday night, special rates
available.

NON-RESIDENT in Conference Hotel

Delegate Fees include Membership of the Club for 2023 at £54.00 Membership discount has been calculated on above fees. 
 Please contact the secretary if you pay your membership via Standing Order.

BOOKING & PAYMENT METHODS

Take advantage of our Early Bird & Group Discounts

Contact Heidi for further details or to book your place

Scan the QR Code to view the
programme and book your place

British Cattle Breeders Club
Underhill Farm, Glutton Bridge, Earl Sterndale, Buxton, Derbyshire SK17 0RN

heidi.bradbury@cattlebreeders.org.uk

https://www.cattlebreeders.org.uk/conference/
https://www.cattlebreeders.org.uk/conference/
https://www.cattlebreeders.org.uk/conference/


Session 2 - Avoiding Carbon Tunnel Vision

10.35 Arron Nerbas, Nerbas Bros, Angus, Canada
Speaker Sponsored by The Aberdeen Angus Society 
& AHDB Beef & Lamb

Regenerating Genetics; Making Cattle Work for the System

Nerbas Bros. Angus, an intergenerational ranch located in Manitoba,
Canada. It is a forage only operation with mixed perennial stands for
grazing and haying. The herd includes 450 commercial cows and
100 registered cows. The Nerbas operation has been applying
holistic and regenerative principles in their management for close to
20 years. Arron will share their journey with you and how these
changes have impacted not only their economic business model, but
also the hidden advantages to the land, soil and ecosystem. They
have worked hard at their genetics and Arron will share their
process to build a resilient forage efficient animal and discuss future
refinement and genetic tools.

11.15 Prof Geoff Simm, Director, Global Academy of
Agriculture & Food Systems, University of Edinburgh

Food sustainability – where does beef fit into feeding the world?

Beef breeders and producers worldwide face growing pressures
that challenge traditional approaches. In this paper, Geoff Simm
explores some of the beef production system changes and technical
opportunities that may help them address these challenges, their
limitations, and implications for future beef breeding programmes.

75th Anniversary Conference
23rd-25th January 2023

12.15  Lunch

Challenging Traditions

Tuesday 24th January - BEEF DAY
09.00  Club Chair Amy Hughes opens the conference

Session 1 - Time for Change

09.05 Lucianne Allen, Sales & Marketing Director,
Aubrey Allen, Coventry

Beef: Disparity & Destruction

A war is being raged against meat. Who is winning that war? Why?
What are we doing about it and how could we work together? Do we
even know what we are doing and why? What are the consequences
of our industry losing? How could we improve our industry as a
whole if we were to work together? A controversial talk to get us
thinking about the power of unity and disaster of dissent. 

09.35 John Giles, Divisional Director, Promar
International Ltd, Nantwich

What would you be thinking about if you were a soft fruit grower?
And some other things

John will give some insights in to how the soft fruit industry in the UK
has developed over the last 10 -15 years: arguably one of the most
successful agricultural sectors in the UK over this time period – and
what the transferable lessons to UK livestock farmers might be. He
will also comment on consumer developments in the UK meat
sector, as well as the opportunity for meat exports in a post Brexit
and post COVID environment for UK producers and processors.

10.05  Coffee

11.45 Terence Pye, Farmer breeding Pedigree Salers,
Middleton-on-Leven, North Yorkshire

Reducing bad calvings is good business (and how to do it)
 

In suckled beef production, strong conformation and fast DLWG are
key traits, but are associated with increased bad calvings, which are
tolerated by farmers as a necessary evil. A breeding program
targeting lower birth weight, larger pelvic area, and the impact of the
myostatin gene, achieves dramatic improvements in calving ease,
directly enhancing herd performance, profitability, sustainability, and
improving welfare for suckler cow and suckler farmer.

Session 3 - Return to Phenotype
13.15 Gareth Mulligan, Afon Vets / Hybu Cig Cymru
(HCC) Meat Promotion Wales, Aberystwyth

Improved herd health for increased beef fertility 

Stoc+, which is an element of Hybu Cig Cymru – Meat Promotion
Wales’ (HCC) Red Meat Development Programme, aims to support
beef farmers in Wales to work closely with their vets on proactive
animal health planning. 41% of the beef farms involved in Stoc+
identified beef fertility as key priority. This led to a pilot project on
improved herd health for increase beef fertility being undertaken.
This presentation will give a vet’s view on the work and the key
messages that could be taken by the industry. 

13.45 Eric Fontanillas, Searcher, IngenomiX, France

Genomic selection of postpartum anoestrus recorded with
accelerometer collars to improve beef cattle fertility

A key genetic component of female fertility, the calving-first heat
interval (CFHI), was evaluated in Limousin cattle. Accelerometer
collars were used to detect the first heat on 3,923 cows spread over
35 farms for 4 years. The evaluated heritability (6%) together with
the great variability of the phenotype, allowed us to set up a
genomic selection program for CFHI on the French Limousin breed.

14.15 Dr Lorna MacPherson, Senior Dairy Consultant,
SAC Consulting, Aberdeen

Feeding for Fertility in the Suckler Herd

The results of a KTIF project “Feeding for Fertility in the Suckler Herd”
will be presented. This project involved 12 suckler farms in the east
of Scotland, where cows were monitored for nutritional status over
the 2020 spring calving period. The nutritional status of suckler cows
was determined both pre- and post-calving through metabolic
profiling testing and the findings, along with changes in body
condition score, were linked to subsequent fertility. 

14.45 Tea

Presentation Synopsis
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Session 4 - Sustainability through Cross Breeding

15.15 Richard Phelps, ABP UK Group Agriculture
Director, Managing Director of Blade Farming

The supply chain benefits of an end to end beef operation

Richard will share learnings benefits and insights into an integrated
beef supply chain model. He will also outline how working together,
and by focusing on genetics, we can combat some of the challenges
and avail of new opportunities as we face into the future. 

15.45 Aled Evans, Beef Farmer, Carmarthenshire

Controlling the variables of a dairy beef supply chain

Brothers Aled and Iwan Evans won the 2021 Farmers Weekly Beef
Farmer of the year award. Starting a business by defining targets for
lifestyle and legacy sounds unusual but has low-cost dairy beef
system focus and drive. Seven years ago, they devised a dairy-calf-
rearing and beef-finishing enterprise to deliver profit, the right lifestyle
and leave a legacy to be proud of. During this time, they have become
one of the UK's flagship grazing units, and have grown their business
from 180 calves in 2015 to running 650 cattle in 2021.

16.15 James Evans, Director of Farming at Grassroots
Farming, Snead, Shropshire

Regenerative supply chains

Grassroots farming was setup in 2019 by three farmers on the back
of meeting the owner of a national burger chain ‘Honest Burgers’ who
wanted to source beef from regenerative farms. After a few setbacks
due to covid, contracts have now been signed and will be providing all
45 restaurants with certified regenerative beef by 2024.

Wednesday 25th January - DAIRY DAY
09.00 Club Chair Amy Hughes opens Dairy Day

Session 6 - Time for Change

09.05 Dr Judith Bryans, CEO of Dairy UK, London

UK and Global Consumers: Wants, Needs and Opportunities

We live in extraordinary times where opportunities and challenges
for dairy are plentiful in equal measure. This presentation will look at
the opportunities for the British dairy sector at home and abroad
taking into account: global and domestic consumption trends,
consumer sentiment and nutritional needs. It will also look at some
of the challenges we will need to overcome in order to take
advantage of global opportunities.

09.35 Tim Brigstocke, Policy Director, RABDF; Executive
Director, CHECS; Chairman, UK Genetics for Livestock &
Equines Committee

Dairy Genetics - A changing industry - A few personal reflections

Dairy farming has seen huge changes in my working lifetime resulting
in a much smaller sector but one which is much more capable of
prospering in the future. Genetic progress has obviously played a key
role but often at farm level the opportunities that better breeding
can make have been hampered by on-farm management and by the
surprising gap between official bodies undertaking genetic
evaluations, be they levy boards, breed societies or others and dairy
farmers themselves. Even today many rely on the advice of the local
AI person who will clearly be biased. This failing of knowledge transfer
means that genetic progress on farm has not been as pronounced as
one might have expected. Today health and welfare are much more
important than milk production per se but whether global breeding
companies are particularly interested in the UK market is open to
question.Session 5 - Best of British Breeding

 

16.45 Panel session with farmers Bridget Borlase, Paul
Williams & John Scott 

 

Bridget Borlase, Women in Meat ‘Craft Butcher of the Year’, diversified
the farm business in 2005 and now runs an extremely successful
butchery business alongside a small herd of Pedigree Simmental
suckler cows.

 

Paul Williams, Farmers Weekly Beef Farmer of the Year 2017, runs a
beef production unit, in Snowdonia National Park, through the suckler
cow herd and a dairy beef system.  Rearing calves from 14 days to 20
month store cattle, with a keen emphasis on genetics and technology.

 

John Scott produces high quality breeding genetics, beef and lamb,
from the family farms 250 Beef Shorthorn and Luing cows, and 3,000
ewes. Other areas of the business include spring barley and wheat for
milling, biomass and wind turbines.

 
17.15 Chair Amy Hughes closes the beef day sessions

 

BEEF DAY - SESSIONS CONTINUED

10.05  Coffee

Session 7 - Avoiding Carbon Tunnel Vision

10.35 Ben Nottage, Dairy XL Account Manager, Lely
Taking advantage of forgotten traits to improve efficiency of farm
automated technology's

In a rapidly changing industry, technology is changing many on farm
processes and how we interact with livestock. So, are the traditional
index’s such as PLI or type suitable for breeding dairy cattle more
suited to systems such as automated milking? Other traits such as
milking speed are having a big impact on which animals are more
efficient on farm. During his talk Ben will explore which other traits
are contributing to improved efficiency on farm and how farmers can
take advantage of these.

11.05 Catherine Pickford & Nathan Crocker, Dairy
Farmers, Somerset

Collaboration to build social sustainability for the next generation

Catherine, Farmers Weekly Dairy Farmer of the Year 2022, started
farming in her own right in 1995, on a farm business tenancy. Initially,
milking 80 Holsteins in an all-year-round system to now milking 400
New Zealand Friesian cross Jerseys, supplying Barbers on a cheese
contract. Catherine’s passion is to nurture young talent and is helping
her herd manager Nathan to build equity by buying cows in her herd. 
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Session 8 - Return to Phenotype

13.05 Prof Phil Garnsworthy, Professor of Dairy Science,
University of Nottingham School of Biosciences & Sir
John Hammond Award Recipient 2022 
Supported by BSAS & BCBC

Fertility, efficiency and sustainability of dairy herds

High-yielding herds are generally more feed efficient than low-
yielding herds, and have a lower environmental impact per litre of
milk production. At the herd level, however, gains from higher milk
yield might be offset by poor fertility. Poor fertility leads to premature
culling and higher replacement rate. Replacement heifers affect total
feed consumption, methane emissions and nitrogen excretion of the
herd, without contributing to milk production.

13.35 Wietse Duursma, Dairy farmer & President of the
Farmers Board of the Cooperative Royal CRV u.a. &
Pieter van Goor, senior researcher Feed Efficiency, CRV,
The Netherlands
Speakers sponsored by CRV 

Breeding for feed efficiency has a big impact on the profitability of
a dairy farm

The feed costs of milk make up more than 60% of the production
costs of milk. Saving on feed costs therefore has a big impact on the
profitability of the dairy farm. Feed efficiency is partly genetically
determined. It requires a lot of data to achieve a reliable and good
breeding value for feed efficiency. In 2017, CRV therefore started
measuring the daily individual feed intake on five commercial dairy
farms. Here there are over 2000 dairy cows from mainly CRV sires.

14.15 Tea

Session 9 - Sustainability through Cross Breeding

14.35 Rhys Davies, partner in family dairy farm,
Flintshire

How can the Economic Breeding Index (E.B.I) help us to achieve
OUR breeding aims

In 2019 I was fortunate enough to gain funding from Farming
Connect to tour leading grass-based herds in Ireland along with a
visit to the headquarters of the ICBF in Bandon, Co.Cork and Teagasc
research farm Moorepark, home of the NextGen herd. A condition of
the funded study tour was that a report should be written and made
available to other Welsh farmers to assist with Knowledge Transfer
on the potential benefits of the EBI as a selection tool for Welsh
grass based dairy farms.

15.05 Sean Chubb, Lead pasture to profit consultant
LIC, & Tom Moore, Farm Manager, Walford College,
Shropshire

Walford College monitor farm - changing the system

In 2018 Walford farm from north Shropshire college decided to
move to an autumn block grazing system for their dairy farm to
improve the sustainability of the dairy farm. Cross breeding, grazing
efficiency and cost control make up the areas we are focusing on to
improve the sustainability.

#BCBC23
#Cattlebreeders23

Session 10 - Best of British Breeding

15.45 Panel session with farmers Nicholas Eccles, Abi
Reader & Colin Ferguson

Nicholas Eccles runs a 210 pedigree holstein herd near Preston. A
family farming business with a highly modern dairy unit. He has a
strong focus on animal welfare and a robotic system to improve
efficiency.

Abi Reader is a partner in a 220ha mixed family farm in South Wales.
Her main job is managing the 200-cow dairy herd. She is the current
NFU Cymru Milk Board chair. Abi is also chair of Cattle Health
Certification Standards (CHeCS) and founder of CowsOnTour.

Colin Ferguson farms near Wigtown in south west Scotland, milking
400 Friesian cows supplying Arla Foods. The business is focused on
breeding robust easy-care cows which maximise home grown forage
and can produce profitable replacements and sought-after store
cattle. Colin is also the Dumfries & Galloway Chair for NFUS.

16.15 Chair Amy Hughes closes the conference

DAIRY DAY - SESSIONS CONTINUED

12.05 Lunch

www.cattlebreeders.org.uk

11.35 Prof Rainer Roehe, Professor of Animal Genetics
and Microbiome, Scotland's Rural College (SRUC)

Climate smart efficient cattle through rumen microbiome-driven breeding

The rumen microbiome is a fascinating symbiotic ecosystem
comprising of bacteria, protozoa and fungi which convert fibrous
plant material into absorbable nutrients to produce meat and milk.
During this fermentation, an unnecessary by-product, the GHG
methane is produced. Based on data of the SRUC Beef Research
Centre using the GreenCow respiration chamber facility, we
demonstrated that microbiome-driven breeding can potentially
mitigate methane emissions and improve feed efficiency by up to
17% and 15% per generation. 
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